SUPPLEMENTAL LABELING

CIRKIL CX
EPA Reg. No. 88760-2

IMPORTANT:
This labeling must be in possession of the user at the time of application. Read the label affixed to the container for CIRKIL CX before applying. Carefully follow all precautionary statements and applicable use directions. Use of CIRKIL CX according to this labeling is subject to the use precautions and limitations imposed by the label affixed to the container for CIRKIL CX.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Use CIRKIL CX to control bed bugs, cellar spiders†, smoky brown cockroaches†, house crickets†, firebrats†, silverfish†, moisture ants†, ravida field ants†, pavement ants†, bean aphids†, pea aphids†, and green bottle flies†.
† Not registered for use in California.

Application Rates and Treatment Schedule:
• Spray until treated surfaces are moist. Use approximately one (1) gallon diluted CIRKIL CX per 200-800 sq.ft. depending on surface treated.
• Allow 4 hours for product to completely dry before reentry.
• For all labeled insects, and for bed bugs adults, nymphs and eggs, re-apply every 1 to 2 weeks or as needed.
• For bed bug eggs only, re-apply every 2 to 3 weeks or as needed.

Always read and follow label directions when using CIRKIL CX.
To learn more visit www.terramera.com or call 1-800-597-9509.

Manufactured by Terramera, Inc.
Buena Park Station
Buena Park, CA 90622-6449
1-800-597-9509

CIRKIL and Terramera are trademarks of Terramera, Inc.